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And the Moon Dances by Garin Nugroho.

In the early 1990s, Indonesia experienced a
sudden and serious decline in the production
of lms. Factors contributing to this decline
included competition from commercial
television, which was introduced into
Indonesia in the late 1980s; the favorable
treatment accorded to imported lms,
especially from the United States, by the city
distribution conglomerate, the Sinepleks 21
cinema chain; and the power of the monopoly
operating in the importation of lms, which
put regional distributors (whose audiences
preferred Indonesian lms) at a disadvantage
in negotiations. Misbach Biran has provided
an excellent analysis of these problems.1
Despite the declaration of keterbukaan, a policy
of (openness) announced by the Suharto
government in the late 1980s, various forms
of censorship and repression became more
pronounced as the government and its state
ministries sought to suppress increasingly
widespread criticism of what was clearly
an unacceptably corrupt and authoritarian
regime.2 The lmmaker, Garin Nugroho,
whose work I discuss here, is a major exponent

of a critical and oppositional cinema. His
work commences in the early 1990s and spans
both the highly repressive late Suharto period
and the recent post Suharto Reformasi period.
This article explores two of Nugroho’s key
political documentaries, made for the most
part in the 1990s, and also his innovative
essay lms, made in the post Suharto period,
most notably his essay lm about his own
work, My Family, My Films, My Nation.

Cultural and Political Repression
in Indonesia in the 1990s
Overt criticism of the president was often
treated as a subversive act, so most criticism
tended to take an allegorical or indirect form.
Notable examples included the well-known
lyrics of many of the songs of the pop singer
Iwan Fals and his group, whose oppositional
work culminated in a huge pop concert
entitled Kantata Takwa, held in the main
stadium in Jakarta and in Surabaya (after
which it was banned) and which included
a leading critic of the regime, W.S. Rendra,
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reading his own poetry.3 Those newspapers
that dared to engage in criticism tended to
take up issues only loosely connected to
the president, via his family, business and
political associates or compliant public
servants, and while articles carefully deected
criticism away from the president himself, the
issue, and its connections with his family and
associates, had been aired.4
Within the domain of cinema in 1990,
one saw the suppression of Slamet Rahardjo
Djarot’s My Sky, My Home, a very effective
allegory of class differences in Indonesia.
The lm explored a friendship between a
boy from the slums and the son of a wealthy
businessman from an elite area of Jakarta.
This politically subversive lm (actually made
for children) was passed by the censor, for
there was nothing that infringed censorship
regulations within it. However the lm was
suppressed with the help of an industry
guideline of contested legitimacy which
decreed that a lm could be withdrawn from
cinemas after a screening of only one day, if
its attendance was reported as low. A lengthy
court case ensued in which the director lost
the case, but the journalists kept the issue in
the public eye for some years.
With respect to the press, in June 1994 the
Ministry of Information banned three of the
most prestigious weekly papers published in
Indonesia, including the long running Tempo
(founded in 1969) and the immensely popular
new tabloid, Detik, which had been provoking
comment not so much for its articles but for
its lengthy interviews, in which members of
the elite were expressing their personal views
on numerous public controversies. Many
observers felt at the time of the banning of
the three weeklies that the excessiveness of
the measures taken, even in the cultural and
information spheres, signaled a regime that
was starting to lose control.
Early on the morning of Saturday July
27, 1996, thugs (subsequently rumored
to include special forces from the army),
wearing Indonesian Democratic Party (PDI)
shirts, invaded the Jakarta headquarters
of the leading opposition party, Megawati
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Filmmaker Garin Nugroho.

Sukarnoputeri’s Indonesian Democratic
Party (PDI), to evict Megawati loyalists who
had occupied the building in protest over the
government’s removal of Megawati as the
party’s leader. Many of the demonstrators
occupying the building in Jalan Diponegoro
were taken away with the support of the army
and police, and some of these demonstrators
have never been seen again.5 On that
morning, violent demonstrations also broke
out in nearby streets, leading to two days of
angry confrontations, which left a reported
149 injured and ve dead.6 Although it was
not until the Asian economic crisis - which
began in the second half of 1997 - that Suharto
was to fall (he resigned on May 21, 1998 after
weeks of demonstrations by students and
others), the 1990s was a period of increasing
social tension, censorship and repressive
measures, all of which signaled the increasing
dissatisfaction of a society needing change,
and the violence of a government denying the
reality of its own ineptness and corruption.

Nugroho’s Features
After the suppression of My Sky, My Home
in 1990, only one leading lmmaker, Garin
Nugroho, continued to make feature lms
on a regular basis throughout the 1990s. He
produced a major feature every two years,
commencing with his rst feature, Love on a
Slice of Bread, released at the end of 1991. During
the last years of the Suharto period, Nugroho
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A ceremony being performed by the guru in the music school with two of his students (from And the Moon Dances).

produced three features: Letter for an Angel
(Surat Untuk Bidadari, 1993), shot on the island
of Sumba in Eastern Indonesia, an allegory of
third world region-nation relations in which
the nation dominates the regional area; And
the Moon Dances (Bulan Tertusuk Ilalang, 1995),
about young adults studying at a traditional
Javanese music school, a lm which explores
the feudal elements still inherent in Javanese
culture and the consequences of this for
young people; and Leaf on a Pillow (Daun di
Atas Bantal, 1998), about the hazardous and
isolated lives of street kids in the crowded
city of Jogjakarta, a city renowned for its
role in the resistance movement against
Dutch colonialism, a movement that led to
Indonesian independence from Holland
in 1949. In the Reformasi period Nugroho
has produced two features: one of the most
important political lms ever made in
Indonesia, Poetry cannot be Concealed (Puisi
Tak Terkuburkan, 2000), about an Acehnese
Muslim poet imprisoned together with
communists who are to be executed after
the events of September 30, 1965; and I Wish

to Kiss You Once Only (Aku Ingin Menciummu
Sekali Saja, 2003), an allegory of the relations
of West Papua to the Indonesian nation-state.
Many of these lms have been discussed at
length by myself and by numerous other
scholars and critics in a book on Nugroho
originally published in Indonesian but shortly
to be released in an English language edition.7
The range of social issues explored in these
lms, as well as their oppositional elements
(often, of necessity, allegorically presented),
makes Nugroho an exceptionally dynamic
Third World political lmmaker, as well as an
innovator in Indonesia.

Documentaries made by Nugroho
during the Suharto New Order
Period
Nugroho’s innovation in lm in Indonesia
has been impressive. He has taught at the
lm school at the Jakarta Institute of the Arts;
made numerous documentaries; pioneered
the making of a progressive television series
on children in Indonesian regions with a
SCREENING SOUTHEAST ASIA
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A scene from Water and Romi.

group of young lmmakers; and with the
Media Group, Visi Anak Bangsa, developed
television community service announcements
in 1998 and 1999 in the lead up to the rst
democratic Indonesian elections in more than
forty years. He has also acted as a mentor and a
teacher for a number of emerging lmmakers,
including Aryo Danusiri. Over the past four
years, Danusiri has made important political
documentaries about the strife torn region of
Aceh (including one on human rights abuses
there), where the presence of the separatist
movement GAM has led to its occupation by
the Indonesian Army.
An early important short documentary
by Nugroho is Water and Romi (Air dan Romi,
1991) which examines the living and working
conditions of three people whose work is based
on the need for water – a water carrier, a river
cleaner, and a vendor of icy poles or popsicles.
They live in densely populated slum areas in
the north of Jakarta, where the rivers meet the
sea, and where shanty towns have sprung
up on reclaimed land. Deceptively simple in
its construction, this lm functions as both a
report (it was funded by the Goethe Institute
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for an environmental conference held in
Jakarta in 1991), and a kind of poem about the
many roles of water in any community. While
damning in its implications, the lm manages
to simultaneously show the appalling squalid
third world conditions under which people
live, but also, even if only by implication,
their extraordinary resilience as individuals.
In Indonesia there has long been a distinction
made between the wong gede (literally people
who live in proper buildings) and wong cilik
(“little people” who live in more temporary
structures, often in shanty towns where
temporary buildings are made of plywood,
cardboard and tin).8 The subjects in this lm
are all wong cilik. At least two of the leading
gures are migrants from rural areas in Java
who have sought to improve their lives by
coming to the big city. They ultimately nd
themselves living in slums and working to
provide services to the neighborhood.
The lm commences with credits set on a
background of children’s drawings of water
in its various forms – rain falling in a garden,
a large frog in a pond, a man shing. The rst
three minutes of the lm are then taken up
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with a montage of images of environments
of water on the city’s outskirts: children on
a long bamboo raft being poled along a river
against a background of reeds and grass;
a girl diving with obvious pleasure into a
river; another young woman washing by a
river. Gradually the images change to reveal
a more polluted environment culminating in
a long held shot of rubbish owing down a
small narrow channel cut into mud, until it
ows into a polluted river. This is followed
by a cut back to the wider context of the
river, the smog lled areas, heavy with trafc,
around the ports in north Jakarta. The lm is
a devastating portrait of pollution in the river
systems of Jakarta, so much so that shortly
after it was made there was an attempt by
Bakin (the Board for the Coordination of
Intelligence) to ban it and to have the Betacam
transfer master destroyed.9 Water and Romi
does not simply stress pollution nor poverty
but also brings out, in a poetic way, the
centrality of water to all human activities, and
the pleasures associated with its use, a poetry
reinforced by the gently owing rhythms of
Tony Prabowo’s music.
Movement and ow are central to
the aesthetics of the lm as a whole, and
Nugroho has deployed various stratagems to
incorporate these elements. The central gures
in the lm, Romi the river cleaner, Tarsim, the
carter of clean water, and Kodir, the maker of
icy poles, have all been interviewed, but their
words are not provided to us in the form of an
interview, but as dignied commentary over
shots of their own daily activities. One such
scene, with dignied voice-over, is where
Romi and his teenage assistant clean a river
(polluted with animal corpses, chemicals,
plastic bottles and bags, and wood in which
there are nails) standing up to their necks
in the river and using a pole to push a great
swathe of rubbish to the riverbank. Other
scenes include short interviews with people
sitting on bamboo rafts in polluted rivers
being asked what they use the river for: as a
toilet, for want of other facilities; as a place to
wash themselves, or to wash food or cooking
and eating utensils, or to brush their teeth;

as a place for swimming and recreation; as a
source of water for drinking at home?
In half a dozen interviews people
provide answers which enumerate different
combinations of these possibilities as to
what is acceptable to them. In one long held
shot, a group of young children on a raft
excitedly respond to questions, at the same
time jumping on and off the raft. In another,
a woman is interviewed about why she uses
the river for washing, while behind her only
a meter away, a man sits in a makeshift toilet
on a nearby raft. Kodir, who shortly before
has been seen making icy poles and talking
about where he gets the water to make them,
is seen lunching in a warung (food stall) while
in another part of the warung (food stall), a
woman is cleaning the plates using water,
the source of which we do not know. Water
is therefore not only an issue discussed
scussed by the
lm, but is worked in as a constant almost
subliminal secondary dominant theme
in many images and scenes of the lm.10
Not only do these people provide services
involving water, but water, the origins and
quality of which is not always clear to them,
is always being used by them no matter the
risks involved.
Constant movement and ow of the
protagonists is a theme developed in a new
way at the end of the lm. Romi remarks that
he has had to move house at least twice in the
last three years. The place where he lives now
is to be redeveloped yet again, this time as
a sports and recreation area for the rich. He
will take his wife and children back to the
village, returning alone to Jakarta – where
at least he can earn more than in a rural area
– and attempt to build another shanty house
to which he can later bring his family. While
Romi’s living conditions and environment
would be devastating to a citizen of the rst
world, for the moment he is in charge of his
life, and the lm is a tribute to his modesty,
humility, commitment and discipline which
enable him to forge a life in an environment
such as this. This is not to lessen the criticisms
the lm is making, but to add a touch of
wonder that such people even survive and
SCREENING SOUTHEAST ASIA
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remain part of such a ow.11
The next major documentary by Nugroho
was Kancil’s Story of Independence (Dongeng
Kancil Tentang Kemerdekaan, 1995), funded
by Japanese television and never shown
on Indonesian television. This lm also
deals with the marginalized: it depicts the
humdrum daily lives of pre-teen street kids
in the city of Jogjakarta, a city noted for its
role in the Indonesian revolution. Nugroho
uses the example of the street kids as a way
of highlighting aspects of the failure of the
Indonesian revolution, and of criticizing
the Suharto New Order government at the
time of the ftieth anniversary of Sukarno’s
declaration of the Republic of Indonesia and
its independence from Dutch rule, on August
17, 1945. The lm begins with powerful
archival footage of Indonesia’s rst president
making a speech in the late 1940s near the
Sultan’s Palace in Jogjakarta, in which he
adapts a statement of Gandhi, crying out:
“My Nationalism is Humanity.” Sukarno is
then shown driving along Jalan Malioboro,
the main street in Jogjakarta, surrounded by
excited crowds. Most of the lm is set along
this road, between the square in front of the
Sultan’s palace and the Tugu Station, and the
lives of the children are contrasted with the
optimism inherent in the footage from the
1940s.
The lm’s style is in sharp contrast with the
use of voice-over, rapid editing, and extensive
panning and camera movement that creates
the uidity we nd in Water and Romi. Much of
this one hour lm is taken up with interviews
with the kids – Kancil, Sugeng, Topo and Ata
in which the kids are interviewed in close up
or medium shot. This makes the lm slightly
static, but throws the emphasis onto their
facial expressions, and the narratives of the
lives of each of them and especially their own
subjective view of the world they inhabit. At
times the kids’ narratives are used as voiceovers in sequences which illustrate their
daily lives – Kancil scavenging for food at
dawn in empty and as yet uncleaned railway
carriages; the group of them sleeping on
newspapers on the footpath; Topo trying to
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Street kids from Leaf on a Pillow.

persuade a prostitute to sleep with him; the
group collectively snifng glue or making an
intoxicating drink from a local plant. The kids
are engaging, with their smiles, humor, and
youthful enthusiasm; but frequently there
are also vacant expressions, sallow faces and
hollow eyes, and there is an emptiness to the
bravado. The stories they tell are of poverty,
conict between parents, domestic violence,
sexual exploitation, aggression from local
authorities, survival by cleaning shoes or by
petty theft; and of a kind of two dimensional
premature adulthood which seeks to prove
itself by experimentation with primitive
homemade narcotics, and in some cases,
occasionally through sexual encounters.
Unlike many feature lms about street
children, this lm does not try to romanticize
the children. The music by Djadug Ferianto
mimes the hollowness of the children’s
experience using at electronically generated
single notes to evoke the nocturnal emptiness
of the streets the children continue to inhabit
when other children are safely housed with
their families and have aims and goals and a
social framework within which they can grow
and have some control over their futures.
If there is an admirable humanity in the
community the street kids create for one
another, it is not one that can protect and
sustain them. Two years after making Kancil’s
Story of Independence, Nugroho, with the
help of actress-producer, Christine Hakim,
set out to make a feature lm about street
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kids in Jogjakarta, using the same street kids
whom he had studied in the documentary.
Nugroho found that in the two years that
had passed, two of the four main children
in the documentary had been killed. In the
subsequent feature lm (Leaf on a Pillow),
three children in the lm are killed, creating
a kind of serial narrative of the mortality of
street kids, the ctional characters dying in
ways similar to the documentary subjects
(Topo is said to have fallen from a train), or
in ways that reected sociological reports
about street kids. Not long after the making
of Leaf on a Pillow, a third street kid associated
with Nugroho’s work had died: Asep,
who had appeared only in Leaf on a Pillow.
This occurred despite the fact that some of
the kids who appeared in Leaf on a Pillow
stayed for some time at producer Christine
Hakim’s home in Jakarta at her invitation,
disappearing back to Jogjakarta after some
months, probably because they missed the
adventurous street kids’ lifestyle to which
they had become habituated.12

Nugroho’s Essay Films – The
Role of the Filmmaker and the
Semiotics of Change
Since 1998, Nugroho has begun to make
essay lms; lms which reect his experience
as a lmmaker.
He explores issues in
signication and reects on the divisiveness
within his nation, seeing a genuine and equal
multiculturalism as the only solution to its
religious and ethnic conicts. One of the most
important of these is his lm about his own
work as a lmmaker, My Family, My Films,
My Nation. This lm, which develops its
themes using excerpts from both his features
and documentaries, was made in the latter
part of 1998, after the fall of Suharto and the
turbulence that accompanied it.
At the opening of My Family, My Films,
My Nation, Nugroho argues that characters
in his lms, whether in his documentaries
or features, have always appeared to him as
though members of his own family:

Every time I make a lm it is as if I see in
the faces of my country the faces of my own
family: my father, mother and my children.

So—argues Nugroho—Romi, in Water
and Romi, is for Nugroho, his father; women
discussing pollution from factories and how
it is affecting their children, in a documentary
he made in North Sumatra, are his mother;
and the street kids in Kancil’s Story about
Independence are his children. The effect of this
stratagem is to invite the viewer, too, to have a
new hypothetical relation to these characters:
what if this was my father, mother and these
my children?
The relation of documentary characters
to the audience is then personalized rather
than one of simple objectication. Secondly,
Nugroho’s opening statement in the lm
situates his position within the society as one
who sees it in terms of a possible future – it is
a society that is hopefully “becoming”:
I was born into Javanese culture, which
embodies many paradoxes, encompassing at
the same time both renement and cruelty,
softness and tyranny, and a beauty based in
feudalism. I was born into Javanese culture,
but live in a multi-cultural society… which I
call Indonesia.

For many in a developing country,
that potential for “becoming” is however,
extremely limited. Of Water and Romi he says:
This is a lm that presents a picture of how
a national system which is meant to provide
the space that will enable people to improve
their lives, in reality for years has only
functioned to make people despair at ever
being able to get ahead.

While some might attribute the problems
faced in Indonesia to be a heritage of many
years of colonial rule, in Nugroho’s analysis,
the problems are being created all the
time. For example as we see in Nugroho’s
comment on the excerpt included from his
documentary Ibu (Mother, 1996), shot in
Medan, the environment can also be seen as a
SCREENING SOUTHEAST ASIA
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metaphor for the Indonesian economy, which
collapsed during the Asian economic crisis of
late 1997:
Often when I make a lm I hear the voices
of mothers, voices to which we never
listen...voices of mothers that remind us that
the system we have of building the economy
of our country is like building a tower, but
where we undermine the environment
around the tower and it becomes like sand.
So that when the tower becomes tall, then
one day it falls over, because its foundations
were not strong enough to hold it up.

It is also in My Family, My Films, My Nation
that we learn of the deaths of three of the
children in the two street kids lms, Kancil’s
Story of Independence and Leaf on a Pillow. For
Nugroho this raises the issue of the role of
the documentary lmmaker in relation to his
subjects. Even if one does not simply use these
people as material for one’s own projects, can
one also play a fuller role in determining their
destinies? In the case of children, should one
not also in some sense play a fathering role?
Of the deaths of the children, Nugroho says:
After making a lm, I feel like a fool who’s
not clever enough to give proper guidance
and warning to these young people. What
happens after that is two dark events. On
the one hand there are people who are lost
to us…On the other hand there are those
who don’t bother to give warnings that were
clearly needed. These are dark blemishes
deeply interconnected with the long history
of this country…

The children’s deaths are however just one
example in a society stricken by numerous
conicts. Many of these conicts occur,
according to Nugroho, because the feudal
society recreated by the policies implemented
by the military under the Javanese Suharto
have resulted in a failure of multiculturalism
within Indonesian society, a failure shared by
the media:
I am like this little child, and want to make
people see that… communication in this
multicultural nation apparently never
46
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operated as multicultural communication. I
rarely see the peoples of Irian on my television
set, as though they do not participate in the
emancipating power of communications.
For me, our communications have already
betrayed the principles of multiculturalism,
and what they present has become the
dominant portrait of our nation. And what
is then created is a meaningless journey
leading to a word that frightens me, that is
‘division’ …like a knife at the point of a piece
of wood.

Much of Nugroho’s recent work has
been concerned with facilitating some
multicultural communication, particularly
with Irian Jaya (West Papua). His most recent
feature is set in West Papua, and before that
he made the essay lm, Icons: A Cultural Map
(Aikon: Sebuah Peta Budaya), about the semiotic
implications of a conference held in Jayapura
in West Papua in May and June 2000.
Icons: A Cultural Map opens during the
rst days of the Papua Congress. A gure in a
cassowary bird costume dances at the entrance
to the Congress venue. In the venue lobby
another West Papuan, wearing traditional
clothing, exhorts the delegates from the nine
districts of the Province of West Papua to eat
a mouthful of rich red earth, from a tub, and
to drink water from a river, displayed in a pail
on a table. Disputes break out, some refusing
to do so, others seeing this rite as a symbol
of being an indigenous Papuan; a Papuan
cultural commentator then enumerates the
various situations in which such an action
functions as a ritual. A Dutch Franciscan
friar, working at the “Secretariat for Justice
and Peace” in Jayapura, explains that during
the Suharto period, many aspects of Papuan
society were suppressed, and that now, rather
than debating the relevance of these symbols,
it is important that they simply be displayed
again, and that discussions of their continuing
relevance be relegated until later.
The lm is divided into sub-sections, and
uses multiple screens and graphics as well
as more ordinary footage to expound on the
various icons that abound at the conference:
the OPM (Free Papua Organization) ag; the
koteka or penis gourd worn in full display by
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Viva Indonesia was a series of children’s lms made for Indonesian television about children in different regional
areas.
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some of the delegates; a joyful ritual where
delegates “sing while running in the grounds
of the Congress”; the capital letter ‘M’,
displayed on the backs of many delegates,
thereby registering their support for “Full
Merdeka” (full independence from Indonesia)
rather than simply special regional status.
During the Wahid Presidency (October 1999
to July 2001) such expressions were allowed in
Indonesia. Nugroho sees the Papua Congress,
with its display of numerous icons and rituals,
and its atmosphere of relative openness, as a
kind of semiotic display, which he in turn
interprets as a dynamic symbol of Indonesia
undergoing crisis and—hopefully—change
produced by genuine openness and fast
changing values, a dynamic symbol of
processes which other parts of Indonesia
should emulate:
The history of Indonesia shows that
Suharto for 32 years gave birth to a model,
an ideal, a concept of value about what is
called modern Indonesia. Suharto created
Indonesia as an icon he would like to see.
Indonesia became a giant factory with the
aim only of development, and all the icons
of this multicultural country had to be made
uniform… all the legal systems, the systems
of control, the educational system and
agrarian laws (including a variety of regional
customary land laws) were made uniform.
Any icon that was a sign of resistance or
which could not express the images desired
by the regime were thrown away… What we
see now is that when reform is underway and
expression is given wide room, suddenly the
icons previously taken out of the Indonesian
iconic map have again entered the map.

Nugroho sees these icons as not simply
traditional but global, and the Congress
as an important meeting of global values
and traditional values, a meeting that was
suppressed under Suharto’s censorious and
selective form of globalism, for the global
values that can now enter Indonesia include
human rights, and other values denied under
Suharto. For Nugroho, what is displayed so
joyfully and vigorously at this Congress in
West Papua (regarded by many Indonesians
as a primitive region) is an important example
for the whole of Indonesia.
Nugroho’s documentaries and features
have addressed some of the most important
issues in contemporary Indonesia – class
difference and the plight of the urban poor,
homeless children, environmental devastation
and its impact on the people, ethnic conicts,
and the persecution of peoples in regional
areas by an exploitative and culturally
repressive central government. After the fall
of Suharto, Nugroho openly raised political
issues in his lms that hitherto were taboo,
such as the massacre of the Left at the time
Suharto came to power, and more recently,
the aspiration for cultural, economic and
political freedom (even for independence) in
regional areas such as Papua. Nugroho has
been both a guiding force and a teacher for
a generation that wants change in Indonesia,
and the multiplicity of his projects and his
experimental and contentious approach
ensure he is always on the cutting edge.
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